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The V4 has the same functions as V3. It has a powerful and compatible player, faster, more compact, single-chip, high quality audio, and all key features. V4 is a complete system for users as a multichannel video mixer, digital recorder, video player, and transmitter. It has the same excellent playback functions with V3. So, you will be puzzled by any
other mixer or tracker, which costs several thousands to buy, and bring you hundreds of hours of labor. It is easy to customize the installed software. It can be combined with a large number of V4 software. Easy to operate, the built-in CPU and memory can be customized to work in real time and quickly. V4 has the following functions: ＃HD PIP and SD
PIP are automatically compressed and decompressed during video playback. ＃Automatic Detection and Gain control. The SD and HD PIP is automatically switched to SD PIP or HD PIP according to the resolution of the monitor. ＃ User-friendly interface, background scan, automatic control, and switch. ＃Tracking and menu function. ＃Track Flash Effect.

The internal flash memory can be used to store a commercial logo, and the logo can be inserted into the broadcast during playback. ＃Remote control ＃Hardware key, such as camera switch, color LED, and power switch. ＃ Built-in audio effects, such as Chorus, Reverb, Delay, and EQ. ＃ Automatic adjustment by the motion of the camera ＃ Motion
Detection and Control ＃Multiple Output. ＃Down Sized and Pitch-Fading ＃HD Output. The Ladybug Mixer V4 Specifications: ＃Keyword: MP4 HD 2K 720P 1.5G SSD Built-In Video Camera ＃Weight: approx. 100g ＃Dimension: Approx. 60mm*50mm*40mm ＃Operating System: Windows 10/8/8.1/7/Vista/XP/2003/2000 ＃Memory: 512MB DDR3 SDRAM ＃USB

Cable: 1.0m/2.0m/3.0m/1.5m/4.0m/2.5m ＃Input:
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With Ladybug Mixer V4, user can integrate high-fidelity video by using five input sources and three effects devices like anand save the output videos to its own DVD-R discs. Multiple output sources can work in parallel. Ladybug Mixer V4 can apply 10 effects like fade, brightness/contrast, equalizer, deli- sure, etc. to videos. Three different effects can be
selected in one effect slot. Ladybug Mixer V4 supports 16/32-bit input videos and output videos in standard and HD resolutions. User friendly interface: Ladybug Mixer V4 is easy to use. It can be played on any smart phone or tablet. Flexible, expandable to multiple devices: Ladybug Mixer V4 can be expanded to other player. Increased capacity: The

maximum play time can be extended by multiple, up to ten DVDs. The power loss is also successfully recovered after completing the re- initialization. Ladybug Mixer V4 is a newest model analogic video mixer, but with higher performance. At the same time, it offers more features such as USB input, inter- national languages, programmable effects, and
etc. Ladybug Mixer V4 USB Input, Parallel Outputs, and built-in DVD player allows easy integration of Ladybug Mixer V4 into a variety of applications. It also supports dual link video input to play HD video with 5.1 channels in a time-varying mode. Ladybug Mixer V4 Features: 1. The maximum play time can be expanded by multiple, up to ten DVDs. The

power loss is also successfully recovered after completing the re- initialization. 2. An all-in-one platform for your multiple devices to output, process, enjoy and record, Ladybug Mixer V4 can be integrated with any player, converter, recorder, or VCRs. 3. The host outputs dual-link high-definition video which full 5.1 channel video to the connected
Ladybug Mixer V4. 4. Ladybug Mixer V4 supports multiple input sources like Video-in, DVC-R, DMR, Photo-in, and etc. 5. Built-in a DVD player, multi-threading display screen and SD card port allows you to output recorded videos onto an attached DVD recorder. 6. Ladybug Mixer V4 is designed with simple menus that will allow aa67ecbc25
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Though simple in operation with out-of-the-box features, Ladybug Mixer V4 is able to provide a fine video mixing experience with comprehensive, video processing, video analysis, and hardware video processing. With its multiple channels, the product is able to integrate multiple video stream inputs, deliver video stream to multiple outputs for a
diverse range of applications, stream video to different network channels simultaneously for efficient video distribution, and support video capture and streaming simultaneously for video editing. In addition, with multiple video processing, a user can choose to use software available in the Windows system, or can choose to use the hardware
capabilities of Ladybug Mixer V4 for advanced video processing. V4 has an improved user interface that is easy to use. It can display HD videos without any problem. V4 is designed with a smaller footprint and less power consumption compared with its predecessors. It can easily integrate new features. V4 is priced similarly to other comparable
products. V4 also supports dual-language output, audio transcoding, video dubbing, video clip, video editing, and other video formats. Cable-Free HDMI Port: Unlike the other products in the category, Ladybug Mixer V4 supports HDMI 1.4, and thus allows for an improved video transmission without any cable. It is cable free. HDMI 1.4/2.0 Compatible:
Ladybug Mixer V4 is compatible with all HD 4K TVs. It supports the video resolution of 3840x2160p, 4096x2160p, 4320x2160p, 4496x2160p, and 5120x2160p. Multiple Video Stream Inputs: Ladybug Mixer V4 is designed to handle various video streams from multiple video sources. It can accept video streams from different sources including AV
sources, LAN media servers, etc. Multi-channel Mixing for Control: Ladybug Mixer V4 is designed to be your go-to controller for mixing and routing multiple video streams. Simultaneous Capture & Streaming: Ladybug Mixer V4 supports simultaneous video capture, video streaming, and IP video playback. It can capture and stream video simultaneously,
allowing users to edit video files or use a smart device with an HDMI camera. Customizable Programs: Video Processing: Ladybug Mixer V4 has multiple video processing solutions. It supports hardware accelerated video processing.

What's New In?

Features: 1. Can be used on PC, laptop and Mac. 2. It can automatically detect the sound source and adjust the volume to the correct level. 3. Detailed control features, plus flexible on screen displaying/Layout can be arranged to make the operation easier. 4. Superior video effects that bring your image to life. 5. Compact and portable with its own
mount. 6. Vast choice of camera input devices. 7. Comes with 6 receiver channels. 8. Supports 4GB-15DRAM. Programming Interface: 1.Saa/Smp 2.Diop/2mx16 3.A/B/C/Diop 4.1/2/3 5.FXB/FXR/FXT 6. PEEQ/HMSD/ASD 7.D/S/A/M 8.ASY/AWY 9.SD/AS/TR 10.V/CEQ 11.CI/COI/C/M 12.PF/QF/TD/D/WL 13.NC/AC/BS 14.VA(0.01/0.1/1m/0.5/3m/0.2/P) 15.I/O (1/P)
16.FB (2/8/24/48) 17.PEEQ,HMSD,ASD,AWY 18.MUX,VUM,SCM,M 19.PG/PY/PL/L 20.GA/AC/RS 21.ROI/TET/ME 22.R 23.S/D/A/M 24.OEA,LOA/ROI 25.V/F/C/A/ME 26.TD/DF/DF/D/R/WL 27.P/C/SM 28.CV/V/CEQ 29.S/D/A/M 30.E/CH/SH/A/U 31.HMSD 32.NI/AI 33.HMSD
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System Requirements For Portable Ladybug Mixer V4:

- Minimum Specs for the System: OS: Microsoft Windows Vista (SP2) Processor: Intel Pentium 4 2.6 GHz or equivalent Memory: 1024 MB of RAM Hard disk: 20 GB (21 GB+ of unpartitioned free space) Graphics: 128 MB DirectX 9 capable video card - Please download the latest available version of DX10 from Microsoft before installing and installing all
DLCs. If you do not download the latest DX10, you will receive an error message that the DX10 runtime does not
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